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WELLBORE TRACTOR AND METHOD OF
MOVING AN ITEM THROUGH A
WELLBORE

the lead lateral cell is expanded while the rear lateral cell is
contracted. to thereby move the lead portion of the mecha
nism forward a distance corresponding to the difference in
length between a lateral cell in the expanded and contracted

positions.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

U.S- Pat. No. 4.223.737 discloses a method for pre
assembling a series of tubulars above the point of insertion

1. Field of the Invention
This invention is directed to wellbore tractors and. in one
particular aspect. to a tractor system useful in a non-vertical
wellbore to continuously move a tubular string. a wireline.

into a wellbore in a horizontal mode and then moving the
string of tubulars with a prime mover into a wellbore. The
prime mover does not enter the wellbore.
Various lmown prior art wellbore tractor systems do not

a cable. or coiled tubing.

2. Description of Related Art
In vertical wellbores and semi-vertical wellbores which

provide continuous movement. They operate in a stop-start
mode or with a signi?cant dwell time between anchoring

are not highly deviated. Wirelines. cable. coiled tubing.
tubular strings and tools introduced into the wellbore move

and movement steps. Consequently the speed of such sys
tems is relatively low. e.g. twenty feet or less per hour.

down into the wellbore by the force of gravity. Gravity

There has long been a need. recognized by the inventors

effects such movement when the wellbore is nearly vertical
or is not deviated from vertical to such an extent that gravity

forces the items against the wall of the wellbore rather than
further into it.
Cable or wireline reaches a deviation threshold (e.g. for
certain systems a deviation of about 70° from the vertical.
e.g. wireline systems) at which gravity no longer provides
the necessary force and resulting tension to move the cable
or wireline down and through a wellbore.
To a certain extent tubulars and coiled tubing can be

pushed through a deviated wellbore. even part of a horizon
tally or upwardly directed wellbore; but there is a limit to the
length of coiled tubing that can be pushed in this manner.
When compressive loads in a tubular become large enough.
the tubular helically locks up in the wellbore (cased or
uncased) and further movement is prevented. This is known
as “helical lockup."
A variety of prior art wellbore tractors have been devel
oped. For example US. Pat No. 4.463.314 discloses an

20
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of the present invention. for an e?icient. elfective and fast
wellbore tractor system. There has long been a need for such
a system which provides continuous or nearly continuous
pulling of a cable. wirelinc. tubular string or coiled tubing.
There has long been a need for such a system which. in
certain embodiments. is small enough to pass through a
small inner diameter tubular. but then is operable to work
e?ectively in a larger inner diameter tubular. There has long
been a need for such a system which operates effectively in
a cased or uncased wellbore.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

The present invention. in certain embodiments. discloses
a continuous or nearly-continuous motion wellbore tractor

system which has at least one slip unit (and in certain

embodiments two slip units) with retractable slips for engagw
35

ing an interior wall of casing or of a wellbore and at least one
movement unit for moving an item. e.g. but not limited to a

tubular string. a cable. a wireline. or coiled tubing through
a wellbore. In one aspect while the slip unit or slip units are

anchor-and-ram-unit assembly for propelling a drilling tool

in a wellbore. The assembly has two anchor assemblies each
involved in engaging and disengaging from a wellbore. the
with anchor feet that are hydraulically activated to move out
movement unit(s) move the item. In one aspect of such a
and engage an interior wellbore wall. When a ?rst anchor 40 system with two slip units and two movement units power
assembly is anchored. a movable piston moves by hydraulic
strokes of the movement units overlap so that there is no
?uid pressure down to move the drilling tool. When that
interruption in the motion of the item.
piston reaches the limit of its movement. the second anchor
It is. therefore. an object of at least certain preferred
assembly is set with its anchor feet engaging the wellbore.
embodiments of the present invention to provide new.
The ?rst anchor assembly is then disengaged and a movable 45 useful. unique. e?icient. nonobvious wellbore tractor
piston of the second anchor assembly is hydraulically acti
devices and methods of their use; the present invention
vated to move the drilling tool. This system operates at
discloses. in certain embodiments a wellbore tractor system
relatively low speed and does not provide continuous motion
for moving an item through a wellbore. the wellbore extend

of the drilling tool.
US. Pat. No. 4.095.655 discloses a low speed system for
moving a drill bit laterally in a drilling operation. The system

ing from earth surface to an underground location. the
50

system having a body connected to the item. ?rst setting
means on the body for selectively and releasably anchoring

employs elastomers and reinforcing material operated in

the system in a wellbore. ?rst movement means on the body

tension and has four hydraulically operated force cells on a
thrust mandrel. Two of the force cells are lateral force cells

for moving the body and the item. the ?rst movement means
having a ?rst power stroke. and the wellbore tractor system
for moving the item through the wellbore at a speed of at
least 100. 50. 10 or 5 feet per minute; such a wellbore tractor
having second setting means on the body for selectively and

expandable in a lateral direction. but of substantially ?xed
dimensions in the radial direction. The other two force cells

are radial force cells. expandable radially. but having sub
stantially constant lateral dimensions. In a typical operating
sequence. with the lead lateral cell expanded. the lead radial
cell is expanded to engage the walls of the borehole securely
and effectively anchor itself to the borehole at that point. The

55

releasably anchoring the system in the wellbore. the second
setting means spaced apart from the ?rst setting means. and
second movement means on the body providing a second

power stroke for moving the body and the item. the second

lead lateral cell is then de?ated. and the rear lateral cell
movement means spaced apart from the ?rst movement
correspondingly expanded to move the rear radial cell
means; such a wellbore tractor system wherein the ?rst
forward a distance corresponding to the di?ierence in length
power stroke temporally overlaps the second power stroke
between the rear lateral cell in its contracted and expanded 65 so that the item is moved continuously; such a wellbore
positions. The rear radial cell is then expanded to engage the
tractor system wherein the ?rst power stroke and the second
borehole walls. While the lead radial cell is contracted. Then
power stroke are separated by a time period of no more than

5 194.703
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three minutes: such a wellbore tractor system wherein the
?rst power stroke and the second power stroke are separated
by a time period of no more than thirty seconds; such a
wellbore tractor system wherein the item is a tubular string

second movement means. the second follower pin disposed
for movement in the second power thread portion and in the
second retract thread portion of the composite exterior

of interconnected tubular members: such a wellbore tractor

the mandrel and the body by moving the second follower pin

system wherein the item is a string of coiled tubing; such a
wellbore tractor system wherein the item is a Wireline; such
a wellbore tractor system including the item. the item having
a lower end; such a wellbore tractor system having a payload
secured to the lower end of the item; such a wellbore tractor
system wherein the payload is a logging tool; such a
wellbore tractor system wherein the ?rst setting means
includes a selectively movable ?rst sleeve on the body. and
?rst slip means pivotably connected to the selectively mov
able ?rst sleeve for engaging an interior wall of the wellbore

in the ?rst power thread portion; such a wellbore tractor

thread of the mandrel. the second movement means moving

system wherein the thread portions are sized. con?gured.
and located so that the wellbore tractor system provides
continuous motion for the item to continuously move the
10 item into the wellbore.
Certain embodiments of this invention are not limited to

any particular individual feature disclosed here. but include
combinations of them distinguished from the prior art in
their structures and functions. Features of the invention have
15

so that upon movement of the ?rst sleeve in a ?rst direction

been broadly described so that the detailed descriptions that
follow may be better understood. and in order that the

the ?rst slip means is moved into engagement with the

contributions of this invention to the arts may be better
interior wall and upon movement of the ?rst sleeve in a
appreciated. There are. of course. additional aspects of the
second direction the ?rst slip means is moved out of engage
invention described below and which may be included in the
ment with the interior wall; such a wellbore tractor system 20 subject matter of the claims to this invention. Those skilled

with ?rst hydraulic apparatus for moving the selectively
movable ?rst sleeve. the ?rst hydraulic apparatus powered
by ?uid under pressure pumped into the hydraulic apparatus
from the earth’s surface through the item; such a wellbore
tractor system with a selectively movable ?rst sleeve on the
body. and ?rst slip means pivotably connected to the selec
tively movable ?rst sleeve for engaging an interior wall of

in the art who have the bene?t of this invention. its

teachings. and suggestions will appreciate that the concep
tions of this disclosure may be used as a creative basis for
25

the wellbore so that upon movement of the ?rst sleeve in a

?rst direction the ?rst slip means is moved into engagement
with the interior wall and upon movement of the ?rst sleeve
in a second direction the ?rst slip means is moved out of
engagement with the interior wall. a selectively movable

previously-mentioned problems and long-felt needs and
provides a solution to those problems and a satisfactory
meeting of those needs in its various possible embodiments
and equivalents thereof. To one skilled in this art who has the

second sleeve on the body. and second slip means pivotably
connected to the selectively movable second sleeve for
engaging an interior wall of the wellbore so that upon

35

movement of the second sleeve in a ?rst direction the second

slip means is moved into engagement with the interior wall
and upon movement of the second sleeve in a second
direction the second slip means is moved out of engagement
with the interior wall; such a wellbore tractor system with

further improvements.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

from the earth’s surface through the item. and second
45

A more particular description of embodiments of the

invention brie?y summarized above may be had by refer

?uid under pressure pumped into the second hydraulic
apparatus from the earth‘s surface through the item; such a
wellbore tractor system with ?rst selectively operable con
trol valve means on the body for selectively controlling the

ences to the embodiments which are shown in the drawings

which form a part of this speci?cation. These drawings
illustrate certain preferred embodiments and are not to be

used to improperly limit the scope of the invention which
may have other equally e?'ective or legally equivalent
embodiments.
FIG. 1A is a side view in cross-section of a wellbore

?rst setting means and the ?rst movement means. and

second selectively operable control valve means on the body
for selectively controlling the second setting means and the
second movement means; such a wellbore tractor system

with the body including a mandrel with a composite exterior
thread thereon. the composite exterior thread comprising a

bene?ts of this invention’s realizations. teachings.
disclosures. and suggestions. other purposes and advantages
will be appreciated from the following description of pre
ferred embodiments. given for the purpose of disclosure.
when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.
The detail in these descriptions is not intended to thwart this
patent’s object to claim this invention no matter how others
may later disguise it by variations in form or additions of

?rst hydraulic apparatus for moving the selectively movable
?rst sleeve. the ?rst hydraulic apparatus powered by ?uid
under pressure pumped into the ?rst hydraulic apparatus

hydraulic apparatus for moving the selectively movable
second sleeve. the second hydraulic apparatus powered by

designing other structures. methods and systems for carrying
out and practicing the present invention. The claims of this
invention are to be read to include any legally equivalent
devices or methods which do not depart from the spirit and
scope of the present invention.
The present invention recognizes and addresses the

55

?rst power thread portion and a ?rst retract thread portion
interconnected with the ?rst power thread portion. and a
second power thread portion and a second retract thread

tractor system according to the present invention.
FIG. 1B is an enlargement of a portion of the system of
FIG. 1A.
FIG. 1C is an enlargement of a portion of the system of
FIG. 1A and includes a schematic representation of an

portion interconnected with the second power thread
portion. and a ?rst follower pin connected to the ?rst

hydraulic circuit of the system.

movement means. the ?rst follower pin disposed for move
ment in the ?rst power thread portion and in the ?rst retract

tractor system according to the present invention. FIG. 2B is
an enlarged view of part of the system of FIG. 2A.
FIG. 3A-3E illustrate a sequence of operation of the
system of FIG. 2.

FIG. 2A is a is a side view in cross-section of a wellbore

thread portion of the composite exterior thread of the
mandrel. the ?rst movement means moving the mandrel and

the body by moving the ?rst follower pin in the ?rst power
thread portion. and a second follower pin connected to the

65

FIG. 4 is a is a side view in cross-section of a wellbore

tractor system according to the present invention.

5.794.703
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FIG. 5 is a side view in cross-section of a wellbore tractor

arm 121 and hence the valve member 114 initially down
wardly. An abutment surface on the interior of the sleeve 133
is movable to contact valve stems 144 and 178 of the control
valves 125. 126 respectively to selectively move and operate

system according to the present invention.
FIG. 6A-6D illustrate a sequence of operation of the
system of FIG. 2.

these control valves. O-rings 124 in corresponding recesses
seal interfaces between various elements.
The control valve 125 is disposed in a chamber in the
upper shoulder 189 of the middle housing 109 and has a

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS
PREFERRED
AT THE TIME OF FILING FOR THIS PATENT

valve member 177 which is connected to the valve stem 178
and is movable to permit ?uid ?ow between ports 174 and
175 or between ports 175 and 176. The control valve 125 is

As shown in FIGS. lA-lC. a wellbore tractor system 100
according to the present invention has two tractor units. an
upper unit 150 and a lower unit 160. The upper half 150 has

a return valve that controls ?uid ?ow for a retract chamber

a mud motor 102 in ?uid communication with a wellbore

182 of die upper unit 150.
The port 174 is in ?uid communication with a ?ow line
192. The port 175 is in ?uid communication with a ?ow line
139 which is in ?uid communication with a power chamber
183. The port 176 is in ?uid communication with a ?ow line
191 which is connected to a retract chamber 182.

tubing string 101 such as is typically interconnected with a
wellbore mud motor. An in?atable hydraulic ?uid reservoir
bladder 103 is disposed in a chamber 151 in a housing 152.
The mud motor 102 is powered by pressurized ?uid selec

tively supplied through the tubing 101. into the housing 152.
to the mud motor 102. Fluid exhausts from the mud motor
102 through ports 106 which are in ?uid communication
with an internal bore 118 through the system 100.
The mud motor 102 powers a pump 107 which pumps
?uid under pressure from the bladder 103 in a line 105 and
then in a line 128 through an annulus 108 to the tractor units
150 and 160. The annulus 108 is between an inner housing
110 which is secured to a middle housing 109. both of which
are secured to the housing 152.

The control valve 126 is diametrically opposed to the
control valve 125 and works sirnultaneou sly in tandem with
it. The control valve 126 is disposed in a chamber in the
lower shoulder 190 of the middle housing 109 and has a
valve member 140 which is connected to the valve stem 144

The tractor units advance the middle housing 109 (and

hence the tubing string 101) by pushing against shoulders
projecting outwardly from the middle housing 109. an upper

30

shoulder 189 and a lower shoulder 190. Hydraulic circuit

with a ?ow line 170 which is connected to the retract
chamber 182.

piping and other elements interconnecting the pump 107 and
various tractor unit control valves and ports are located
within the annulus 108. Via a port 104 the pressure of ?uid
in an annulus 153 between an inner wall 134 of a wellbore
130 and an outer wa? of the mud motor housing 152 is

35

applied to the bladder 103. In the hydraulic circuit shown in
FIGS. 18 and 1C pump 107 pumps ?uid under pressure to
a control valve 161 and to control valves 125 and 126. The
control valve 161 controls the lower unit 160 and the control
valves 125 and 126 control the upper unit 150.
A valve member 114 disposed around the middle housing
109 has a body 154 with ribs 155. 156. 157 that de?ne a
plurality of ?uid communication chambers 170. 171. 172.
and 173. A sleeve 133 disposed around the middle housing

valves that control the tractor units 150 and 160. The pump
107 pumps hydraulic ?uid under pressure into a line 199. to
a line 138. to the port 112. With the valve member 114 in the

position shown in FIG. 1C. ?uid ?ows from the port 112.
into the chamber 173. to the port 111. to a line 194. and down
to the lower unit 160. The ?uid ?ows into a power chamber
181 of the lower unit 160 and simultaneously moves the

various ports are in ?uid communication via the communi

arm 131 which is also pivotably secured at its other end to
a slip 123. A second slip arm 132 has a ?rst end pivotably
secured to the slip 123 and a second end pivotably secured
to the sleeve 133. As the outer housing 127 moves up with
respect to the sleeve 133 and with respect to the middle
housing 109. the slip arms 131. 132 pivot to move the slip
123 of the upper unit 150 outwardly to contact and engage
the inner wall 134 of a wellbore 130.
The upper unit 150 has an outer housing 127 which is
movable with respect to the valve member 114 and the
middle housing 109. The lower unit 160 has a similar outer

housing 147. slip arms 148 and 149. and slip elements 146

In a typical cycle of operation of the system 100. the
system 100 connected to a tubular string 101 is introduced
into the wellbore 130 and located at a desired location
therein. e.g. by the force of gravity on the system 100. At that
location motive ?uid under pressure is supplied down
through the tubular string 101 to the mud motor 102. The
mud motor 102 drives the pump 107 which in turn pumps

?uid under pressure from the bladder 103. through the line
119. into the annular space 108 for provision to the various

109 is movable to move the valve member 114 so that

cation chambers 170-173. These ports include ports 111.
112. 113. 115. 116. and 117.
Pivotably secured to the outer housing 127 is a ?rst slip

and is movable to permit ?uid ?ow between ports 141 and
142 or between ports 142 and 143. The control valve 126
controls the ?ow of ?uid to the power chamber 183 for the
upper unit 150. The port 143 is in ?uid communication with
a ?ow line 171 which is connected to the power chamber
183. The port 142 can be in ?uid communication with the
?ow line 141 or 143. The port 141 is in ?uid communication

50

sleeve 133 upwardly and the outer housing 147 upwardly.
The ?uid ?ows from the chamber 181. through a port 187.
into a chamber 186. (The slip 146 of the lower unit is already
set at this point in the cycle.)

The system 100/tubing 101 is moving downwardly in the
55

wellbore at this point in the cycle.
As the sleeve 133 moves upwardly an upper shoulder 197

of the activating ring 122 contacts and then pushes on the
pivot arm 121. compressing the spring 120. and moving the
valve member 114 upwardly (as viewed in FIG. 1C).
Eventually. the pivot arm 121 is moved to a position
adjacent a notch 119 and the pivot arm 121. which is
pivotably attached to an upper end of the body 154 of the

valve member 114. pivots into the notch 119 freeing the

which operate in a similar fashion.
sleeve 133 for furthm upward movement.
The sleeve 133 has an activating ring 122 that contacts 65
As the pivot arm 121 is moving toward the notch 119. the
and moves a pivot arm 121 of the valve member 114. thereby
valve member 114 is moving upwardly and ?uid ?ow is

moving the valve member 114. A spring 120 biases the pivot

stopped between the ports 111 and 112. cutting 01f the ?ow

5 794.703
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of ?uid to the power chamber 181 of the lower unit 160. At
this point the power stroke of the lower unit ceases. While
the activating ring 122 moves upwardly over the pivot arm
121 in the notch 119. the valve member 114 is prevented

During a power stroke of the upper unit 150. ?uid under
pressure ?ows from the line 199. to the line 139. to the port
175. through the chamber in which the valve member 177 is
movably disposed. to the port 174. to the upper power
chamber 183. Upon shifting of the valves 125 and 126 (at the
end of the power stroke of the upper unit 150) by the upward
movement of the sleeve 133. ?uid communication between
the ports 174 and 175 is prevented by the valve member 177
and ?uid ?ows from the line 139. to the port 175. to the port

from moving downwardly and ?uid ?ows through the port
112. through a chamber 172. through a port 113. to a line
195. to a retract chamber 180 of the lower unit 160 and
retraction commences. A portion of the ?uid from the port
113 ?ows into a line 145 in ?uid communication with the
port 115. This ?uid portion ?ows from the port 115 to the
sump 103 through a line 193.

176. to the line 191. to the upper retract chamber 182. Fluid

The size. length. disposition. and con?guration of the
activating ring 122 determine the length of time that ?uid
?ows to the power chamber 181 of the lower unit 160. thus

controlling the length and timing of the power stroke of the
lower unit 160. During this time period there is no ?uid
communication between the ports 111 and 112. Once the

activating ring 122 has moved upwardly beyond the notch
119. the pivot arm 121 is again freed and is pivoted
outwardly by the spring 120 and the valve member 114 is
freed to move downwardly. again positioning the chamber

20

under pressure in the upper retract chamber 182 pushes
down on the sleeve 133 retracting the slips 123 and disen
gaging the upper unit 150 from the wellbore wall 134.
When the retract stroke of the upper unit 150 begins. the
power stroke of the lower unit 160 is already in progress
(due to the timed and controlled introduction of ?uid into the
lower power chamber 181 as described above). When the
retract stroke of the lower power unit 160 begins. the power
stroke of the upper unit 150 is already in progress. Thus
power is provided for the continuous movement of the

tubular string 101.

173 so that ?uid communication between the ports 111 and
The valve member 140 of the control valve 160 is initially
112 occurs. As the retract chamber 180 begins to ?ll with
in position as shown in FIG. IC so that ?uid communication
?uid under pressure and move the sleeve 133 downwardly.
is established between the ports 141 and 142. and thus
?uid in the power chamber 181 moves out through the line 25
between the power chamber 183. a line 170. and a line 135
194. to a line 137. to the port 117. to the chamber 170. to the
which is interconnected via a line 136 with the bladder 103.
port 116. to the line 193. to the line 136. and back to the
Upon shifting of the valve member 140. ?uid no longer
bladder 103.
?ows between the ports 141 and 142 and ?uid therefore no

At this point in the cycle (shown in FIG. 1C) ?uid under
pressure is simultaneously powering the lower unit 160 and
the upper unit 150; the activating ring 122 is moving toward
the pivot arm 121; and the tubular string 101 is being moved
downwardly in the wellbore 130. The force of ?uid in the

longer ?ows from the power chamber 183 through the lines

lower power chamber 181 acts on the shoulder 190 to move

the middle housing 109 (and thus the tubular string 101)
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downwardly; as does the force of ?uid in the upper power
chamber 183 acting on the upper shoulder 189.
While the power stroke of the upper unit 150 is still

ongoing (due to the continuing provision of ?uid under
pressure to the upper power chamber 183 as described

below) the control valve 161 with its valve member 114 is
activated so that ?uid ?ow to the power chamber 181 of the
lower unit 160 ceases and ?uid flow to the retract chamber

180 of the lower unit 160 commences. thus switching the
lower unit 160 from a power stroke to a retract stroke in 45

which the slips 146 are disengaged and the middle housing
109 is free to move downwardly with the lower unit 160. As
soon as the activating ring 122 passes the notch 119. the

unit 150 commences.

A payload 158 (e.g. but not limited to logging tools.
perforating guns. sand clean-out equipment or any item run
on the end of coiled tubing or on the end of a wireline) is

connected to the bottom of the middle housing 109.

pivot arm 121 pivots outwardly freeing the valve member

A wellbore tractor system 300 according to the present

114. and the valve member 114 moves to again provide for
the intercomrnunication of ports 111. ?uid ?ows into the
lower power chamber 181 and a new power stroke of the
lower unit 160 commences. At every moment in the cycle

170. 135. and 136 to the bladder 103. Instead. ?uid com
munication is established between the ports 142 and 143.
thus allowing ?uid to ?ow from the lines 135 and 171 to the
upper retract chamber 182 to effect disengagement and
retraction of the slips 123 and freeing of the upper unit 150
for movement with the middle housing 109. Simultaneously.
?uid ?ows back to the bladder 103 from the upper retract
chamber 182. through the line 191. to the port 176. to the
port 175. to the line 139. to the line 138. through the valve
161. back to the bladder 103.
When the sleeve 133 moves back downwardly. the valve
stems 144 and 178 also move down. shifting the valve
members 140 and 177 respectively back to their initial
positions (e.g. as in FIG. 1C) and a power stroke of the upper

invention as shown in FIG. 4 is used to move a tubular string
302. Of course this system may be used to move pipe. cable.

power is provided to move the tubular string 101 by the
upper unit 150. the lower unit 160. or both.
The control valves 125 and 126 control the ?ow of ?uid

casing. or coiled tubing. A payload 32A is connected to a
lower end 328 of a hollow mandrel 327. An upper end 329
55 of the hollow mandrel 327 is connected to the tubing 302
and a ?ow bore 337 of the hollow mandrel 327 is in ?uid

under pressure to and from the upper unit 150. When the
sleeve 133 has moved upwardly to a su?icient extent. the
abutment surface 158 simultaneously contacts the valve
stems 144 and 178. Subsequent movement of the valve
members 140 and 177 results in ?uid ?owing away from the
upper power chamber 183 and into the upper retract cham
ber 182. shifting the upper unit from a power stroke to a slip

pumps high pressure liquid which enters the mandrel 327
and exits it through exhaust ports 323 near the lower end
328. Preferably the liquid is at a su?iciently high pressure
that the ?uid pressure within the mandrel 327 is higher than

retraction stroke. permitting the middle housing 109 and
tubular string 101 to move downwardly with the upper unit
150 while the lower unit 160 has its slips set and is in its
power stroke.

communication with a ?ow bore 338 through the tubing 302.
Fluid at relatively high pressure is pumped down the
tubing 302 into the mandrel 327', e.g. a surface mud pump

the pressure of ?uid in a wellbore 330 through which the
65

system 300 extends.
The high pressure ?uid enters an expansion chamber 307
through a port 308. The expansion chamber 307 is de?ned
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by an exterior surface of the mandrel 327. an interior surface
of a slip housing 314. and a mandrel seal 309. The ?uid also
enters a slip set chamber 304 through a port 305 which is in

as 30 seconds. It is within the scope of this invention to use

?uid communication with the expansion chamber 307. The
slip set chamber 304 is de?ned by an outer surface of die slip
housing 314. and an inner surface of an upper housing 303.
The increased pressure in the slip set chamber 304 moves
the upper housing 303 against a spring 306 and toward a

systems overlap providing continuous motion.

two or more systems (eg like the systems 100. 400)
interconnected together so that the power strokes of the
FIG. 5 shows a wellbore tractor system 400 which pro
vides near-continuous motion to move an item through a

wellbore 480.
The system 400 has a mandrel 418 with two tractor

bottom housing 321. The spring 306 initially abuts an inner

elements. a lower or front tractor unit 422 and an upper or
rear tractor unit 413. The mandrel 418 is connected at one
end to an item or string to be moved through a wellbore or
tubular.

shoulder 335 on the upper housing 303 and a lower outer
shoulder 336 of the slip set housing 314 and urges these two
members apart. This movement of the upper housing 303
(down in vertical wellbore. laterally in a horizontal wellbore.
at a diagonal in a non-vertical non-horizontal wellbore)

toward the lower housing 21 results in the setting of slips
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311 against an inner wall of the wellbore 330. setting the
slips and centering the system 300 in the wellbore 330.
Each slip 311 has a ?rst slip end pivotably connected to
a lower slip arm 312 which has a lower end pivotably
connected to the slip housing 314 and a second S] p end

and 420).
Fluid for controlling the upper tractor unit ?ows to and
from a rear pilot control valve 405; and ?uid for controlling
the lower tractor unit ?ows to and from a front pilot control
valve 420. A pump 430 for the system may be driven by a

pivotably connected to an upper slip arm 310 which has an

upper end pivotably connected to the upper housing 303.
Setting of the slips 311 secures the upper housing 303 and
the bottom housing 321 in place in the wellbore 330.

The high pressure ?uid pushes against the seal 309.
expanding the expansion chamber 307 pushing the mandrel
327 (downwardly in FIG. 4) which results in the movement
of the tubing 302. This also decreases the volume of a
hydrostatic chamber 325 while increasing the volume of a

sub-hydrostatic chamber 326. The hydrostatic chamber 325

The system 400 has two hydraulic circuits. a power
retract circuit for the two tractor units (including lines 463.
468 and 450) and a control circuit (including lines 464. 465.
467. 472. 470. 407. 460 and 469 and valves 405. 406. 410

downhole motor or it may be electrically powered and run
on a cable. The pump 430 pumps ?uid to and from a sump
431 and a sump 432.
25
The upper tractor unit 413 has an arm mount 481 to which
is pivotably connected an end of a ?rst arm 482. The other
end of the ?rst arm 482 is pivotably connected to an end

gripper 483. The other end of the gripper 483 is pivotably
30 connected to an arm mount 485. A grip set piston 419 coacts

with the arm mount 481. A seal 486 (e.g. an O-ring seal)
seals the mandrel/grip set piston interface at one end of the

is de?ned by an outer surface of the mandrel 327 and an

inner surface of sliphousing 314. The subhydrostatic cham

grip set piston 419. The other end of the grip set piston 419

ber 326 is similarly de?ned. Movement of the mandrel 327

wraps over the outer end of the arm mount 481. An operating

ceases when the seal 309 abuts a stop 315 on the inner 35 piston 417 is movably disposed between the grip set piston
surface of the slip housing 314. When the tubing string
419 and the mandrel 418. A port 416 is located between an

ceases its motion. the pumping of ?uid into the tubing is
stopped and then the pressure in the expansion chamber 307
and in the slip set chamber 304 equalize with the pressure in
the wellbore 330. This allows the spring 306 to move the
upper housing 303 away from the bottom housing 321 which
results in the disengagement of the slips 311 from the wall
334 of the wellbore 330.
Fluid pressure in the sub-hydrostatic chamber 326 is
signi?cantly less than (e.g.. but not limited to. atmospheric
vs. 5000 to 6000 p.s.i.) the hydrostatic pressure of ?uid in
the wellbore 330. in the expansion and slip set chambers.
and in a buffer chamber 319 below the sub-hydrostatic
chamber 326. This pressure differential causes the sub

hydrostatic chamber 326 to contract along with the expan
sion chamber 307 as the hydrostatic chamber 325 expands.
A spring 341 acts to dissipate the force of undesired impacts

end of the operating piston 417 and the arm mount 485. A
seal 487 seals the operating piston/mandrel interfaces. A seal
488 seals the arm mount/mandrel interface and the arm

mount/grip set piston interface. The mandrel has exterior
shoulders 490. 491. and 493.
A spring 494 urges a rear pilot control valve 405 away
from the shoulder 490. A spring 495 urges a front pilot
control valve 420 away from the shoulder 492. A spring 496
45

pilot-valvelmandrel interface.
The lower tractor unit 422 has an arm mount 501 to which
is pivotably secured one end of an arm 502. The other end
50 of the arm 502 is pivotably secured to one end of a gripper

503. The other end of the gripper 503 is pivotably secured
to one end of an arm 504. The other end of the arm 504 is

on the system and/or on the payload 324. As a result of these

chamber expansions and contractions. the upper housing
303 and the bottom housing 321 (with the slips disengaged

pivotably secured to an arm mount 505. One end of a grip
set piston 42A wraps over the arm mount 505 and the other
55

from the wellbore) move (down in FIG. 4) with respect to
the mandrel 327 until the spring 341 is completely com

end of the grip set piston 424. An operating piston 426 is
movably disposed between the grip set piston 424 and the
mandrel 418. A seal 507 seals the shoulder 493/operating
piston interface. A seal 508 seals the operating-piston/

When the system 300 has moved. the surface mud pump
is again activated to set the slips and move the mandrel to
advance the tubing 302. A system such as the system 300
may be activated and deactivated by an operator at the

the system at intervals of as much as 3 minutes or as little

end of the grip set piston moves along the mandrel 418. A
seal 506 seals the grip-set-piston/mandrel interface at one

pressed.

surface cycling a pump to pump ?uid down to the system.
In one aspect the system will be on for intervals of about 30
seconds and off for intervals of about 30 seconds. It is Within
the scope of this invention. in certain embodiments. to cycle

urges the arm mounts 481 and 485 apart. Seals 497 seal the

rear-pilot-valvelmandrel interface. Seals 498 seal the front

mandrel interface. A seal 509 seals the arm-mount/mandrel

interface and the arm-mount/grip-set-piston interface.
As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6B. ?uid under pressure through
a line 468 enters an upper power chamber 437. A portion of
65

this ?uid passes through a port 416. between the operating
piston 417 and the grip set piston 419. to a chamber 439. As
the chamber 439 expands. the upper end of the grip set

5.794.703
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piston 419 pulls (to the right in FIG. 5) the arm mount 481

484. The pump 430 provides hydraulic ?uid under pressure
to the power chamber 437 and the rear operating piston 417
through a line 415. The pilot operated directional valve 410
controls ?ow through the line 415. The valve 410 is detented
to provide a toggle action between two control positions and.

and related means so that the slips of the lower tractor unit
413 are moved out to engage the wellbore wall. Simulta

neously ?uid under pressure in the upper power chamber
437 acts on a shoulder 491. driving the system 400 (to the
right in FIG. 5) and the item or string attached to it into the
wellbore. Simultaneously ?uid under pressure in lines 414
and 471 from a valve 406 enters a chamber 436 to retract the

in the absence of pilot pressure through a line 472 or a line
469 remains in the last position to which it is piloted. For
start up. the valve 410 can be in either position since ?uid

slips of the lower tractor unit 422. In FIG. 6B the upper
tractor unit’s power stroke is nearly ?nished and the retract
stroke of the lower tractor unit is complete.
Then a valve 410 shifts (see FIG. 6C). ?uid under pressure
is directed through a line 471 to a retract chamber 566 of the

will be directed to a power piston of one of the tractor units.
and either tractor unit may be the ?rst one activated.
10
Fluid under pressure in the power chamber 437 is also
transmitted via the port 416 to a grip set chamber 417 ( an
annular area between the grip set piston and a shuttle sleeve

upper tractor unit 413 which begins ?lling and retraction of

Fluid pressure in the power chamber 437 relative to the
?uid pressure in the retract chamber 447 forces the mandrel
418 to traverse down the borehole (see FIG. 6B). Fluid
exhausted from the retract chamber 447 is exhausted
through a reducing/relieving valve 406 back to the sump

567).

the slips of the upper tractor unit 413 commences. the
chamber 466 of the lower tractor unit 422 begins ?lling. and
the power stroke of the lower tractor unit 422 commences.
At this time the upper tractor unit’s power chamber 437 and
the lower tractor unit’s retract chamber 436 are in ?uid
communication with a sump or reservoir 432: ?uid is

coming back to the sump 432 (indicated in two locations
schematically. but only one sump) from the upper tractor
unit’s retract chamber 447 and from the lower tractor unit’s
power chamber 466 through lines 463 and 471.
In FIG. 6B so that ?uid pressure in the power chamber
437 of the upper tractor unit is greater than that in the retract
chamber 436 of the lower tractor unit. i.e.. so the power
chamber receives ?uid at a su?iciently high pressure to
move the mandrel 418. a pressure relief valve 406 controls
pressure in the various lines and insures that pressure to the
retract chamber is sufficient for retraction but not greater
than the pressure to the powm' chamber of the upper tractor

unit.
Preferably the dwell time between power strokes of the
two tractor units. the time required for the valve 410 to

432.
Near the end of the stroke. the upper tractor unit 413
opens the pilot control valve 405 and allows pilot pressure
to enter a rear pilot control port 408 of the valve 410. Pilot
pressure shifts the directional control valve 410 to the other

position. A bleed valve 411 provides sufficient ?ow restric
25

tion in the pilot control port to allow the valve 410 to shift.
The pump pressure output is then diverted to the power
chamber 466 of the lower tractor unit causing it to grip and
push in the same manner as that of the upper tractor unit (See

FIG. 6C). The valve 410 diverts ?uid in the power chamber
30
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switch power ?uid from one tractor’s power chamber to the
other chamber’s power chamber. is at most 5% of the time
for a cycle of the system. more preferably at most 2%. and

most preferably 1%.
As the system 400 moves the mandrel 418 (to the right in
FIG. 6B). the grip set piston 419 compresses the spring 494

437 of the upper tractor unit 413 to the sump 431 at
relatively low pressure. Since the pressure inside the retract
chamber 447 is higher than the pressure inside the power
chamber 437. this causes the upper tractor unit to begin to
retract to the initial state (FIG. 6A).
The pressure in a grip-set chamber 439 of the upper
tractor unit 413 is equalized to the pressure in the power
chamber 437. Therefore. when the pressure inside the power
chamber 437 is diverted to (low) sump pressure. a spring
409 forces the ?uid out of the grip set chamber 439 back to
the sump 432 and allows the grippers to collapse onto the
mandrel 418. As the upper tractor unit 413 reverses its

direction relative to the mandrel 418. a spring 494 closes the

and moves the rear pilot valve 405 so that ?uid communi
rear pilot control valve 405 shutting off pilot pressure in
cation commences between lines 407 and 408. This permits
lines 470 and 472 to the pilot port of the valve 410. The
?uid to ?ow through the line 472 to the valve 410 to shift 45 remaining pilot pressure in the line 470 is bled o? through

thereby shifting the upper tractor unit from a power stroke

a bleed valve 411 back to the tank 432 through the lines 465
and 467.

to a retract stroke. and shifting the lower tractor unit from a
retract stroke to a power stroke.

The lower tractor unit 422 moves the mandrel 418 due to

FIGS. 6A-6D show a sequence of operation of the system
400. FIG. 6A is a duplicate of FIG. 5 and shows an initial
position of the system for running it into a wellbore or
tubular. In FIG. 6B the upper tractor unit 413 is in its power
stroke and the lower tractor unit 422 is in its retract stroke.
In FIG. 6C the upper tractor unit 413 is in its retract stroke
and the power stroke of the lower tractor unit 422 has begun.
FIG. 6D is like FIG. 6B. but in FIG. 6D the upper unit has
just reached the end of a power stroke and is switching to a
retract stroke. while the lower unit has just ended its retract

50

?uid ?lling its power chamber 466. Meanwhile. ?uid from
its retract chamber 436 is being displaced by the movement
of the tractor unit. This ?uid is then forced into the retract
chamber 447 of the upper tractor unit 413. allowing it to
retract. In addition. the valve 406. a reducing/relieving
valve. diverts a pre-set amount of ?uid ?ow from the pump
430 into a regenerative line 414 through the valve 406 at a

stroke and is starting to set its slips. Hydraulic ?uid pressure
in all chambers of the tractor elements is equalized (to stop

preset pressure. This ?uid ?ow when combined with the
?uid ?ow displaced from the front retract chamber 436 is
forced into the retract chamber 447 of the upper tractor unit
413. Since the volume displaced into the upper tractor retract
chamber 447 is greater than the volume displaced from the

the tractor system with the slips on both units retracted. e. g.
in order to remove the tractor system from the wellbore)

lower retract chamber 436. the upper tractor unit 413 is
therefore retracted faster than the lower tractor unit com

with the pressure of ?uid in the wellbore 480 with the bleed
valves 411 and 412 through which ?uid bleeds back to the

pletes its stroke. This means that the upper tractor unit 413
is ensured complete stroke. does not “short stroke”. and is

sump 432. Arrows on ?ow lines indicate ?ow direction.
65 ready to go as soon as the lower tractor unit 422 completes
its stroke so that there is near-continuous motion of the
In FIG. 6B the upper tractor unit 413 has been activated
so that its gripper 483 is moved to engage the wellbore wall
system 400.

